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Pixel launcher icon pack

Google launchers are some of the most polished apps on the home screen, but they lack customizability. With the old Google Now Launcher we had Xposed GEL Settings to add layout customization options, but this design was abandoned when pixel launcher appeared. Now, a new root mod will give us some key
customization settings for Google's latest launcher. In many ways it is like Xposed GEL Settings for the Pixel Launcher. It's not so feature-rich, but it lets you choose a custom icon pack, apply icons to individual apps, change app labels, and even set custom widget sizes. Shout out to the XDA Portal team to find it first,
but we really need to pass it on to developer Kieron Quinn for creating such an amazing app, because with these extra settings and the Polish Google Pixel Launcher it's almost perfect now. Rooted Android device Unknown Sources enabled Pixel Launcher installed Note: If you already have a Pixel device, just make sure
you're rooted. The new app is aptly named Pixel Launcher Mods. It's not in the Play Store, but you can download the latest version from XDA Labs. Go to the following link, then scroll down and select the Releases tab and tap the download link. Then you need to sign in to your XDA account – if you don't have one, you
can sign up here. Download Pixel Launcher Mods from XDA Labs After logging in, select the Releases tab and tap the download link again. This time the file will be downloaded. When this happens, open it by tapping the Download Full notification, and then tap Install in line. To apply a new icon pack to your home
screen, open the Pixel Launcher mod module and select Apply icon pack. From there, just make sure you have the icon pack app installed, and then select it from this list. Keep in mind that many users are having problems with this feature now, but if everything else fails, you can still apply app-based icons (more on
that). Don't miss: Our top 10 free icon packs for Android If you want to mix and match icon packs or if the Apply Icon Packs 1 setting doesn't work for you, start by tapping Edit Icons &amp; Labels. Select an app here, and then tap the app icon on the pop-up menu. Then select Icon icon pack, then select the icon pack
and press Use (Icon Pack) Selector. From there, find the icon you want and select it, then press Apply on the button in Pixel Launcher Mods. Use the same menu in step 3 to rename your app. Just select an app from the Edit Icons &amp; Labels menu, but instead of tapping the icon, tap the name box and write a new
one From there, just press Apply and then the app will have a new name wherever it appears on your home screen. The last amazing feature added by Pixel Launcher Mods is the ability to resize widgets. It really can come in handy when you want to shrink a widget to fit it on a crowded home screen or if you want to
expand the 4x1 widget to better fit the 5x5 home screen grid. To try this out, you'll already need to add a widget somewhere to your home screen. But be careful - if you expand the widget and there is not enough space, it will automatically remove all adjacent widgets. In this case, it's best to temporarily display the widget
that you're expanding on your home screen. Besides, just go to Resize Widgets in the main menu of the app and then select a widget from the list. From there, use the controls to adjust the width and height of the widget. As you can see below, this feature works flawlessly. I find it really helpful for 4x1 widgets, which is a
common size from years past when home screen grids were only 4x4, but looks out of place on today's 5x5 home screens. The default play music widget size is 4x1 (left), but looks much better when the newer device is 5x1 (right). All these changes disappear on the fly, but if you experience any problems, you can take
a quick trip to the Options menu in pixel launcher mods. Here, there are two settings worth noting: Replace the adaptive icon, which prevents conflicts with icon packs on newer phones, and apply icons when updating the app, which is enabled by default and prevents an error from occurs. Overall, I think it's an amazing
app. In just a few minutes, I was able to give my Pixel XL a complete makeover with Galaxy S8-style icons and perfectly large widgets. If you want to do the opposite, check out our guide to turning your Galaxy S8 into a pixel at the link below. Don't miss: How to turn your Galaxy S8 into a Google Pixel Keep a secure
connection without a monthly bill. Get a lifetime VPN Unlimited subscription for all one-time purchase devices in the new Gadget Hacks store and watch Hulu or Netflix without regional restrictions, increase security when browsing on public networks and more. Buy Now (80% Off) &gt; Image Cover &amp; Screenshots by
Dallas Thomas/Gadget Hacks Download our official app! The best way to access XDA on your phone Anyone have any great icon packs for pixel launchers? All the ones I found were mediocre at best. Ignore it. Remove Is there any way to change icons or use the icon pack on the pixel launcher time? 01-07-2020 22:20
How 0 01-07-2020 22:33 How 0 Have any of the recent updates brought styles and wallpapers? Long press blank space on home page see if it appears , older pixel pixel to get it . Yes, I have it, but it doesn't allow me to change the icon pack from what I see. 01-07-2020 23:04 As 0 Yes, I have it but it does not allow me
to change the icon pack from what I see. Hmmm... strange Go to developer settings scroll down should you see to change icons and colors? 01-07-2020 23:12 Like 0 Hmmm... strange Go to developer settings scroll down should you see to change icons and colors? Nothing 01-07-2020 23:20 How 0 01-07-2020 11:20
Like 0 It probably isn't fully implemented yet Is there any way to change icons or use the icon pack on the time pixel launcher? It is fully implemented. You can only chang the shape of the icons, but not completely swap for another icon pack. It is not supported on pixel launcher even on Pixel 4s 01-09-2020 05:37 Like 1
01-09-2020 09:57 Like 0 Ok well and then the problem with pixel theot , must check . I can change the shape of the icon, but it's down to a tiny icon with a large white border in a different shape. I like icons that are easy to identify and this is one of my complaints with the pixel launcher. I fixed it though, I went back to
Action Launcher and I use a pixel icon pack that looks so much better. I don't think it works as well as a pixel launcher as it takes to hang once in a while, but it's good enough for now until Nova is updated. 01-09-2020 16:54 Like 1 I can change the shape of the icon, but it's down to a tiny icon with a large white border in
a different shape. I like icons that are easy to identify and this is one of my complaints with the pixel launcher. I fixed it though, I went back to Action Launcher and I use a pixel icon pack that looks so much better. I don't think it works as well as a pixel launcher as it takes to hang once in a while, but it's good enough for
now until Nova is updated. Ok .. 01-09-2020 17:02 Polub 0 0 01-16-2020 20:43 As 0 Pixel Launcher time does not accept icon packs. You can change the shape and color of quick settings. It also changes the shape of adaptive icons on the home screen. To have a pixel experience with icon pack support you should try
lawnchair 2 launcher . Thanks, but I think I've finished with pixels. 01-17-2020 12:04 Like 0 By Amir Zaidi Links Play Shop release: Photos and Videos: APK Downloads: Rootless Pixel Bridge: Magisk (Pixel users only): Alphas: Contact: Vision My launcher is similar to an AOSP launcher, which only changes the necessary
code to allow small extensions and backporting to older versions of Android. If you want more features packed launcher use Nova, Action or Lawnchair. It focuses on simplicity and solid stability. Error reports go above all else, and almost every feature request is rejected. Lollipop features The new Google Now channel is
available on the left side of the home screen without root access. The theme changes depending on the wallpaper you are using. Dark wallpaper will trigger a dark theme, otherwise it uses the default theme. At the top of the first page of the home screen there is a Smartspace widget with events, weather and date, all in
Google Sans font. The new search bar is located at the bottom of the home screen and at the top of the app drawer. The Google Calendar icon changes with the date. It comes with exactly the same screen size profiles from Pixel 2 Launcher. Same grid sizes and icon sizes. Google wallpapers and voice search are
hidden in the app drawer. The default configuration of the home screen dock reflects the configuration of the real Pixel Launcher: phone, messages, Gmail, store, browser, camera. Custom Probably the most desirable feature in the history of human development, icon packages are included in the settings application.
Just a simple selection list, where you can choose from the list of packages installed on your phone. Long press the app will display a shortcut to edit. Tap it to hide the app in the app drawer or turn off the icon pack for that app. There are app suggestions based on the number of drawer clicks at the top of the app
drawer. It's not the same as a real Pixel Launcher. I'll explain why in the FAQ. Android 7.1 app icons are used when available. Calendar icons change with the date if the icon pack you're using supports it. All icon packs are automatically hidden hidden when the icon pack is used. Google Now Launcher is hidden in the
app drawer. There is a custom screen size profile with 4x4, 5x4 or 6x6 grid when dpi is low or high. The 6x6 profile automatically starts on large phones. If you want to enable this, dpi must be 370 or less (on a 1920x1080 device). This is equal to 467dp of the smallest width, for those on Nougat. Support for the tablet's
large screen is added with larger icons and a search bar using your Pixel C profile. New versions can be found in the settings app by clicking the O -&gt; version button. Long app pop-ups are centered on a screen with a nice animation when placing it on the left or right will cause it to come out of the screen. When a popup still exits the landscape screen, the pop-up arrow is hidden. When you tap the search bar without the Google app on your phone, the browser opens google.com. This makes it useful for MicroG or Pico GApps users on custom ROMs instead of being a waste of space. Themes are permanently encoded to look like a
pixel, which is compatible with OEM systems. For devices without a software navigation bar, there is a padding under the search widget on the home screen. Added ellipsis (...) to the date In short, when text goes beyond boundaries. The Conjunctival mode setting has been replaced with an on/off switch. You can still
access customization settings by long-pressing the widget. Users can override the theme by selecting their preferred theme in the settings. Added dark transparent theme makes the app drawer as clear as the launcher code allows. When you don't install the Google app but google it is found, its search will run when you
click the Search Bar Accents are removed from the search, so it's easier to search for apps in the app drawer. Widgets can fit in any direction where their size is greater than 1 on the grid. On Lollipop, the app drawer status bar becomes a slightly darker background to make it easier to display white icons. The keyboard
closes immediately as you move the search in the app drawer. The long press of the arrow for direct search has been added again. Marshmallow There are notification dots in the color of the app icon. You can view and interact with notifications in a long-pressed pop-up window in apps. The settings menu uses oreo
style and colors. After a long press of the application, there will be static shortcuts in the pop-up window. Nougat Light motif is used when the wallpaper is light enough. dark status bar and text. Nougat 7.1 After long pressing the application, static and dynamic shortcuts will appear in the pop-up window. Oreo There are
settings for adding icons to the home screen during installation and changing the shape of the icon for adaptive icons. Google Clock shows the current time and changes in real time. Tthe Tthe Now the channel uses the same theme as the launcher. Adaptive icon shape options include Squircle, Square, Rounded Square,
Circle, and Teardrop. Light theme used when the wallpaper is bright, there will also be a dark navigation bar. Custom adaptive icons are disabled for apps before Oreo, so you don't get boxes in boxes. Available icon shape options include Cylinder with HMD/Nokia Android phones. Google Icons This launcher supports
adaptive icon packs. I made a sample package called Google Icons, which replaces OEM icons with google variant: Magisk There is also a module for Pixel users if they get bored with the default launcher and want to try my launcher. Turn off this launcher and switch to another launcher before you turn the module on or
off. Not doing this can cause 0.0dip to stop working error. If you encounter this error, try installing the real Pixel Launcher from the app store. Credits Before I talk about the things I used to create, I want to put a caveat that I didn't just copy and paste what the developers did. I looked at their code to save myself time to
study the places where changes are necessary for a feature, and then I made my own implementation. Still, I want to appreciate these developers for the hard work they've done that others like me could build on. Till Kottmann Till is the founder of Lawnchair, a Pixel Launcher with many customization features. Initially, I
didn't want to deploy icon packs because I was afraid it would break too many things, but then I looked at its old implementation to see how much work it really was. And to my surprise you can do this without changing the Java AOSP code. Instead, I can specify a custom icon loader via XML, and then focus on writing
that icon loader code. The icon loader can load the list of application icons and store it in memory. Paphonb Samsung users had stylistic problems, saying they see blue folders and a blue app drawer. They also had this problem in the real Pixel Launcher, but Paphonb fixed it according to them. So I decompiled the
Paphonba Pixel Launcher and compared it with a real APK to see what it changed. With its figured out what was necessary to replace samsung changes and included them in my style. Luke Klinker This approval, used by Flick Launcher, was what gave me the idea of a simple counter most clicked for app predictions. I
extended the code with the idea of decay, where new applications can eventually older apps, and old apps don't get stuck forever with a lot of clicks. Anas Anas This Member of Paranoid Android, which is also known as TheCrazySkull, was the first person to get a Google Now channel to work and release sources for it
on GitHub. Thanks to it, the entire chain of Google Now channels was launched. The first time I tried implementing it on a custom ROM called VertexOS and I wanted to find a way to debug what I was doing. I was able to get a launcher to build in Android Studio, and to my surprise it worked just by installing it as an apk!
I haven't seen anyone else release a launcher that supports it (except Google, of course), so I continued to work on it until it became the first version of Rootless Pixel Launcher (after many decompilations with trial and error). Developer Kevin Barry Nova Launcher was kind enough to email me details why Google Now
feed worked on my launcher. He explained that the Google app had two ways to display the Google Now channel: either the Google app was installed as a debug variant app, or the launcher was installed as a system application (which requires root). A few months ago Google changed this condition, so it also shows

when Launcher is installed as a debugging app. That's why my web apk running debugging variants work, and apps in the Play Store (which requires a release variant app) need a companion that acts as a debugging app to get the channel now. I think you still haven't responded to this email, so if you're reading this
kevin, I'm sorry.. Harsh Shandilya This Substratum developer taught me how to make a Magisk module this week. I wanted to release him in his name, but he said it was so simple that I didn't have to do it. So I'll judge him here instead. OnePlus I kanged translations for terms package icons and use with their launcher.
Sorry (not really). Google To create a real Pixel Launcher in the first place. I also have some translations using Google Translate. Alpha Testers Working on this launcher took a long time, and I would like to thank all testers in different versions of Android and OEM for making sure that the launcher has solid stability. You
have reported me bugs at an incredible rate, which is necessary for the implementation of the project in this regard. Without you, I wouldn't be able to go that far! Enjarify, Procyon, and Jadx perform 75% decompilation, but you'll need to manually fix the decompiled sources before you even think about compiling in
Android Studio. I want to thank the developers of these decompilation tools for the impressive work they have done. FAQ Can you add x? If this requires an additional settings entry, no. Use Nova, Action, or Lawnchair, if you want a feature, you probably won't add it. Can you backport y? I tried my best as much as
possible up to Lollipop. Some features like app shortcuts are just too hard for me to do properly and without errors at the moment. The lightweight theme might work on Marshmallow, but it's broken on some OEM Stock Marshmallow ROMs so I decided to just disable it for Marshmallow. How do I prevent the Smartspace
widget from being cut off? Turn off the weather card in Google Now or use a lower DPI. Dpi change can be done from Android 6 and can be done using the settings app from Android 7. This is called the smallest width in the developer's options. How do I resize a grid? This is based on dpi/smallest width. For
Marshmallow you will have to Google how to change it with ADB. On Nougat and Oreo, you can change it by setting the smallest width in the developer options. How do I get a new Google Now channel? Update the Google app to the latest version, set my launcher as the default launcher, and then restart your phone. If
you're on a tablet, I'm afraid the Google app doesn't support it. Why isn't Google Now Feed exactly like yours? Google likes to give everyone a different experience with more than 10 A/B test flags. Weather Smartspace does not work It depends on the Google app and can crack for many reasons. Make sure your
location is set to High Accuracy, Google Now shows your tab for the weather, you have the current Google app, and the new channel is working. Smartspace events don't work These activities only work with Google Calendar. Like the weather, everything is supported by the Google app, so it's hard for me to debug.
Notification dots don't work These only work on Marshmallow on newer ones, so Lollipop will never show them. If you're at least on Marshmallow make sure your app has permission to read notifications. You can check this in your settings. If they still don't work, restart your device. Why custom app suggestions, not
Google ones? Google uses a huge library to predict based on time of day and location. I've tried to decompile this in the past, but getting everything to work flawlessly is an extremely difficult task. That's why I decided to leave it starting with version 2.0 and continue this trend with this release 3.0. Do you support custom
ROMs? Only official LineageOS and official Paranoid Android. Everything else may have unexpected errors that I can't account for. Make sure you are using these ROMs or roms if you want to make an error report. How do I get a colorful Google icon in the search bar? Use Calming Coast Live Wallpaper. You can find
the port of the new Pixel 2 Live Wallpapers How it differs Paphonb Pixel 2 Launcher? These are two completely Projects. I started with AOSP Launcher3 in Android Studio, started with a real Pixel Launcher APK, where everything already worked. I focused on implementing all the features in Java, modified the APK to
make it work better on older versions of Android. The disadvantage of my method is that some features like Google App Suggestions are too hard to add. The advantage of my method is that I can add everything I wanted at any time, like icon pack support. Yes, this is an initial effort vs. down-line function to implement
an effortless effort. Why do Pixel users need to use Magisk? Ironically, Rootless Pixel Launcher requires rooting for Pixel users. The reason for this is that it uses the same name as the real Pixel Launcher. The real one can not be removed or replaced without the root. Renaming will interrupt Smartspace because Google
has encoded the Google app to provide only those features of the true Pixel Launcher feature. What is Launcher3? Launcher3 is the name used by the default AOSP launcher. If you compile AOSP from sources directly, that's what you'll get. My GitHub project is called launcher3 because I forked out with AOSP and
haven't changed the name. Renaming a GitHub project is now possible but unnecessary. I can not install it because of the package is corrupted error First use another launcher like Nova as the default. Then remove all the other Pixel Launcher you have on your phone. If you can't do this because you're on a pixel or
custom ROM, use Magisk (requires Magisk). How do I change the 4x4, 5x5 and 6x6 grids? Change dpi, for example, when smartspace receives a cut-off of a FAQ entry. Can't move tabs in the new Now channel? To blame Google, they decided it was better. How do I turn on dark mode? Set a very dark wallpaper. The
threshold is an average brightness of 25% and there should not be many bright spots. App shortcuts don't show up Set my launcher as default launcher first. They only work on Android 7.1 or later. I can't add some widget Remove it from another launcher that you have on your phone first How can I uninstall it? Select
another launcher as the default, and then you can uninstall it from the phone settings app. How do I install this installation? Go to the Downloads APK link and click most often Launcher3-aosp-debug.apk. Once downloaded, click the notification and tap Install. The navigation bar is not transparent. Custom ROM users
must disable the dynamic navigation bar RR feature. Samsung and LG users may need to enable full screen mode for this app in device settings. The navigation buttons are gray in the Galaxy S8/9 Unfortunately this is samsung's specific problem and would require a lot of insch to fix. You are desperate to get them
white, consider using a substratum theme. Feed has strange sizes that come out of the screen It seems to be Google Google problem, every outcast with a new channel suffers from it, including the real Pixel Launcher. Make sure you're not using the beta version of the Google app. Huawei crash / Honor For some
reason I can not diagnose because I do not have a Huawei device, recent Huawei phones seem to hang during startup when the user has not granted permission to store the launcher. If this happens, go to your system settings and manually grant retention permissions. Manually.
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